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Smile if you wish 
 

Joke! 
 

Ram    : Shyam! I heard a new joke last week. I do not remember whether I told you. 

Shyam: Was it funny? 

Ram    : Yes! 
Shyam: Then, you didn’t. 
Ram    : ??? ���� 

 

Parachutist! 
Parachutist      : (With a smile on his face for winning the sky diving gold). 
News Reporter: What made you take up the sport of sky diving? 
Parachutist      : A four engine aircraft with three dead engines. 
News Reporter: ���� 

 

Crash course! 
Candidate    : Sir! I would like to learn flying. 
Flight school: Sure! Can you please enter the information in this form? 
Candidate    : (While filling, he finds 1 year training or 6 months training class) 
                        Sir! I want to learn it in few days, in the worst case within a week. 
Flight School: Sorry sir! We are not offering any ‘Crash course’. 
Candidate     : Crash Course! I am not willing to take either ���� 

 

  Legs are not empty! 
A teacher was explaining about the circulation of the blood.  
Teacher : Class, if I stood on my head, the blood, as you know, would run into it, and I 

would turn red in the face. 
Ravi       : Yes! 
Teacher : Why is it that while I am standing upright in the ordinary position the blood 

doesn’t run into my feet?  
Ravi       : Because … because your feet are not emply! 
Teacher : ���� 

 

Dog steals! 
A teacher wanted to explaining about heat energy and trying to get the word ‘heat’ from 
students. 
Teacher : Students! Let us learn a new topic today. Answer my questions? 
Students: Yes, Teacher! 
Teacher : Suppose you took a small bowl of butter and put it in Sun, what happens? 
(expecting an answer saying ‘butter melts’,  latter to explain that it is because of heat.) 
Student  : Dog steals away the bowl. 
Teacher : ���� 

 

Let us see some more jokes in next issue. Till then, Good Bye! 
 


